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ABSTRACT 
The research question is the exploration of theater management in China, to make 
the research more specific, several grand theaters in China as main objectives, such as 
Poly Culture Management Company. With the rapidly rising economy, cultural industry 
in China is facing a severe developing opportunity never than before. At the same time, 
many theaters and cultural organizations are facing great challenges during the operation. 
The challenges are including the pressure of China’s censorship policy, the impact of 
rapid development of new media, and the competition of other leisure activities. 
The major purpose of this paper is to create guidance to new established theaters in 
China. Theatres in China are currently facing a movement from being lead by the 
government to autonomous management. In the US, non-profit organizations play an 
important role in cultural industry. The positive aspects are worth learning and 
implemented into management in China. 
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INTRODUCTION 
China has been one of the world’s most powerful economies in the past years. Under 
the background of economic growth, the cultural industry in China has stepped into a 
rapid development period. As an article from New Yorks Times indicates: “With musical 
theater markets growing robustly in South Korea, Japan and Australia, China is taking a 
step toward increasing its relatively modest role in the industry by building a major new 
musical production center outside Beijing, according to the China Daily website.”1 It is 
clearly that the performing arts industry in China is facing an important development 
opportunity. Although the theater industry starts getting good results in the past few years, 
there are still many problems and potential risks in the administration and operation level 
simultaneously. 
Performing arts centers and theaters are important parts of cultural industry; the 
																																																								1	http://artsbeat.blogs.nytimes.com/2014/08/04/320-million-facility-to-stoke-chinas-musical-theater-industry/?_r=0	
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successful operation of theaters will make a promotion to city planning and the 
development of local economy. With the rapidly development of cultural industry, 
theaters has became an important representative of national “soft power” in China, and 
theaters has became landmark buildings and urban cultural brand in many cities. In recent 
years, many domestic cities raised a hot wave of construction of grand theaters. Many of 
these theaters are excellent and unique with the large construction scale, advanced stage 
system and the sufficient fund support. But unfortunately, the operation situation of many 
theaters are unoptimistic at present, although these theaters owns support measures, that 
the districts will promote the development of cultural industry in aspects of finance, 
taxation, finance, land and other incentives, but because of the lack of program resources, 
the inactive management system and many other relative reasons, the utilization of some 
theaters is still low. The main revenue of theaters depends on venue rental, and there is a 
considerable gap on performance production standards and function, compared with the 
other forms of artistic industries or compared with other cultural market in other 
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countries. As a consequence, the analysis of current management models in China’s 
theater industry, and make suggestions to badly operated theaters. 
In the US, non-profit organizations are important parts of cultural and educational 
undertakings, the government believes in market rules and releases supporting 
regulations to make a relaxed environment for culture and arts. The non-profit 
organizations enjoy tax exemption and the financial support from national grants. Also 
there is a serious of copyright protection laws and regulations to safeguard artists’ benefit 
and to promote a fair, equitable, creative environment. And the management of non-profit 
organizations believes the regulation function of market and focus on the mission of 
social benefits, the non-profit organizations provide diversified choices to the audience 
and take the responsibility of education. 
The cultural and arts organizations in China are mostly state-owned, there are also 
some individual organizations appeared in the past decades. The operation of cultural and 
arts organizations depend on intervention of government. The content of performance and 
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exhibitions need to be reviewed under censorship, and the government will support the 
organization to operate in financial and political aspects. 
With the development of market economy, cultural organizations gain independence 
from government. Till now, the management models of China’s theaters have combined 
with enterprise and market regulation. With the changing of management system, theater 
industry in China could draw on the experience of non-profit organization’s running in 
the US. In addition to pursue economic profits, the theaters should adjust their strategies 
to create social benefits. Including providing educational programs, launching volunteer 
system, and to encourage local residents and communities to participate into performing 
arts activities. What’s more, the management model should continually insist 
market-oriented model. 
Theaters and other types of cultural and arts organizations are developing rapidly, 
and it has achieved remarkable results in the past few years. According to the reality of 
China's economy and the extensive market prospect, more and more grant theaters will 
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construct in the future. The current management models need to be social friendly and 
more effectively to provide a relaxed and creative environment to the artists. In the 
meanwhile, the theater operators should attach great importance interaction with audience; 
an effective communication with both current and potential audience could collect 
feedbacks form audience and provides information to the manager to make strategic 
decisions. 
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LITERATURE REVIEW 
The literature review will focus on the current situation of non-profit organizations 
in the US, the current cultural market in the US, the government legal support to 
non-profit organizations and the current operation model of China’s theater industry, and 
the cases of several grand theaters in China will be introduced in the paper. The annual 
reports of these specific theaters, and the relevant data that could indicate the change of 
market will be used to compare the advantages and disadvantage of current management 
models in China’s theaters. 
The Management and the Arts written by Byrnes, William J. makes a basic 
introduction of non-profit organizations, it introduced the principle of running an art 
organization with theory and practical experience form the author. And it reviews the 
latest thinking and trends in managing arts organizations and people. This book provides 
the reader with the practical tools necessary to manage an arts organization. The author 
	 11	
also makes analysis of economy and the arts, the marketing methods, the fundraising for 
organizations, and the current management theory. There are also case studies in the book 
focus on the challenges facing managers and organizations. 
In the article Financial Management for Theatres written by Tony Bennett, it 
provides 4 case studies into the practice of financial management in theaters. The theater 
was classified in 4 categories: 1. Commercial, 2. Arts Council direct-funded, 3. Regional 
Arts Council funded, and 4. Local authority funded. In each case a form of budgeting 
existed, varying from simplistic to reasonably detailed.  I think it is a very rich resource 
with basically financial acknowledge and fundamental principles of financial 
management. When I make suggestions about financial level, the information will be 
helpful. 
Another great article is written by Colin Wymer, called Social Engagement and 
Regional Theatre: patterns of theatre attendance. This paper assesses the degree to which 
a typical regional theatre engages with society. It uses postcodes from theatre booking 
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data and compares the socioeconomic profiles of these postcodes with postcodes from 
which no theatregoers are drawn.  The authors indicate that education factors were the 
principal determinants of attendance. Without any doubt, social engagement and factors 
will affect attendance greatly, so this article will help me understand the key issues about 
audience engagement. 
The book Theater Careers: A Realistic Guide, written by Tim Donahue and Jim 
Patterson, provides a comprehensive understanding of theater; the author provides a lot of 
positive experience, the detailed information about price, cost, sales is very useful not 
only to a professional theater manager, but also to a student. I will use this book as a tool 
that to search the useful data and theory from it. 
Another book that is very helpful to me is Applied Theatre: International Case 
Studies and Challenges for Practice, written by Prendergast, Monica, Saxton, Juliana. 
This book provides a thirty case studies represent applied invent theatre practices on five 
continents and in fifteen Find own according countries, an this international scope points 
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to the to the personal extraordinary power of theatre to illuminate and needs, curiosities 
transform. My research need to be based on a variety of resources about specific theaters, 
which this book could provide to me, and the case study method used in this book is 
beneficial. 
I would like to take National Centre for Performing Arts (NCPA) located in Beijing 
as a research object, as the mission statement of NCPA indicated, “As China's top 
performing arts center, the NCPA will adhere to the three major objectives of 'for the 
people, for the arts and for the world' and strive its vision to be: a key member of 
prestigious international theaters; the supreme palace of performing arts in China; the 
leader of arts education and outreach; the grandest platform for international arts 
exchange; an important base for cultural and creative industry.”2  NCPA is the most 
representational theater that totally operated by government. It is also the most 
international one in China and owned the reputation as a symbol of China’s cultural 
																																																								2	 National	Centre	for	Performing	Arts	Official	website	http://www.chncpa.org/ens/jygl/fzzzyj/index.shtml	
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industry. I will also take Beijing Poly Theatre Management Co., Ltd. as another example. 
Poly Theatre Management is the biggest professional theater management company in 
China, which operated 37 theaters in different cities. 
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METHODS 
In this paper, I will collect the advantages of non-profit organizations management 
model and analyze several feasibility methods of theater management. It will focus on the 
core competitiveness and the difficulties in the competition, and the final purpose is to 
provide suggestions to theaters in China, which are facing the transformation from 
completely government-controlled model to autonomous management, and what could be 
learned from the non-profit organizations in the US. 
In addition, this paper will collect the positive influence of non-profit organizations 
in the US. Due to the charitable feature, non-profit arts and cultural organizations attach 
great importance to education, audience engagement, community service and social 
impact. Meanwhile non-profit organizations enjoy policy support from federal 
government that include tax exemption and grant support. These monetary benefits 
enable local communities by educating and empowering them to learn arts and culture. 
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There are two recommendations present to improve current management models in 
China; one recommendation to theaters in China is to adopt the charitable orientation, 
like the US, to provide service to local society. In this way, theaters could promote the art 
and make it accessible to people. Another recommendation is respecting market 
principles, it means that during the creation of performance, a more relaxed environment 
needs to be established to the artists, and the management levels should operate theaters 
completely based on market regulations. 
The research methods of the thesis requires gathering relevant information from the 
cases in order to analyze the material and arrive at a more complete understanding and 
historical reconstruction of development of theater industry in China and the history of 
non-profit organizations in the US. The cases include China’s representative and typical 
theaters, like National Centre for Performing Arts, and Poly Theater Management 
Company. The case study and report provided by cultural association, like NEA, made 
analysis of current cultural market in the US.  
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The purpose of the case study is to shed light on the following questions through my 
research: 1) How did non-profit organizations in the US deliver their mission and who 
benefits from their mission? What is the impact? 2) How the regulation and law promote 
the development of non-profit organizations? To what extent did it affect the whole 
industry? 3) How important were factors such as education and organization association 
in promoting the development of cultural industry? 4) To what extent did the government 
intervention make a positive impact to theater development and to the cultural industry? 
Case study is a practical method to figure out the rule of theater development. A real 
story is more convinced to claim a phenomenon. Also, data analysis is a useful tool to test 
the efficiency of operation. 
In terms of data sources, first of all, Drexel library provides a sufficient literature 
resource; this will also be my main quotation resource. I will collect latest data via mass 
media like New York Times, CNN and other press media. What’s more, I will use annual 
reports of theaters, which should be a direct response to the performance over the past 
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year. 
The scale of theater are facing completely different situation, famous theaters and 
small theaters have the polarization trend. Some regulations will only fit the big 
organization with great reputation and high-profit. So my suggestion for these theaters 
should get a balance between famous, well-profit theater and those small ones that 
survives in the hardship. 
I will use the comparative methods to analyze the differences, advantages and 
disadvantages of two management modes; I will introduce the basic information about 
the industry in two countries and make some comparison with tow management modes. 
Also I will analyze the previous research results, including analysis of current arts 
marketing, and the history of non-profit organization developing in the US. I want to 
make a brief summary about how cultural industry developed in the US, and the 
international influence of it. 
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DISCUSSION 
There are about 1.4 million non-profit organizations in the USA, 1.0 million of them 
are 501(c)3 charitable organizations. The non-profit organizations are legally 
incorporated, recognized by the IRS, and the mission statements of them are basically 
focus on public service. Many of them are organized as charitable organizations. There is 
usually a board operates the non-profit organization, the board members should take 
responsibility to lead the organization to achieve its mission and vision. A lot of 
non-profit cultural organizations depend on foundation and personal donation much. The 
fundraising work is extremely important to maintain the operation to these organizations. 
The non-profit organizations focus on social influence and educational contribution. 
A lot of museums, galleries, performing groups have made great contribution to local 
communities. They have promoted the education industry and made contribution to social 
benefits. 
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It is obviously that there are many differences existed between China’s theater 
industry and US non-profit theaters. Non-profit organizations are much more like 
charitable program; they aimed to make benefits to society, and to make contribution to 
education. In the meanwhile, the local foundations will supply financial support to them, 
also the residents will participate the cultural activities positively and support the 
organizations by individual donation, ticket buying, gift buying and so on. Finally, the 
organizations will run in a positive circle. 
This community friendly model brings a lot of advantages to cultural industry; the 
non-profit organizations will focus on how to enhance the engagement of audience and 
how to provide better experience to the audience. On the contrary, the impact of audience 
will promote the arts itself. 
Theaters in China are more like for-profit companies; the support of government 
ensures the sufficient funds to the theaters. But it may go against to the mission that 
“contribute to community”, if a manager doesn’t put audience experience and 
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engagement to the first place, it may lead to a situation that the theater would be no 
difference from a company, and their mission would be “to pursue profit”, it would not 
be helpful to the cultural industry development. 
 
i. Non-profit Theaters in the US 
As the most powerful economy in the world, US have incomparable advantages in 
many aspects, including diplomacy, policy, technology, cultural and so on. It has already 
formed a vast cultural industry in the US, and the market and consumer groups in the US 
are also mature. The cultural industry in the US is in the first place around the world, 
whether its input or output of capital, whether technical information or human resources. 
Performing arts industry is also an important component part of its cultural industry, 
and it is a driving force for the development of contemporary US cultural industry. 
Performing arts organization in the US includes theater, art groups, art service 
organizations, arts organization association and many other related industries. The 
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effective operation mechanism produces a great quality of products every year and 
creates numerous education resources. 
The US government attaches great importance to the development of culture, the 
management model is quite different with China. There is a complete set of laws about 
culture protection, and it provides lawful support to cultural industry in the US. 
Both of US Federal Government and State Government provide a relaxed 
environment to cultural industry. All levels of government set up fund for arts, and 
allocate to non-profit organizations. Non-profit organizations also enjoy tax deduction. 
Enterprises and individual foundations are willing to make donation to non-profit 
organizations. These are all positive factors that promote the theater industry in the US. 
Meanwhile, the legal system in the US protects the creative freedom of performers. 
In the early time, the constitution of the Unites States set up the request that congress 
cannot make any interference in the freedom of speech, according to the spirit of law, it 
provides a legal basis for cultural industry. By now, the US has established a serious of 
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laws about copyright, lease making, and other relative regulations, the perfect legal 
system of intellectual properties supports the cultural industry strongly. 
US government support and protect the development of culture and art through the 
legal system. In the early founding of the United States, there was legal protection 
established to promote culture. The Article. I. Section. 8 of 1787 Constitution of the 
United States shows, “To promote the Progress of Science and useful Arts, by securing 
for limited Times to Authors and Inventors the exclusive Right to their respective 
Writings and Discoveries;”3 It is the first copyright law and patent law to protect culture 
and arts. After that, the US legal system continuously revised, in the cultural aspects of 
the legislation is also constantly improving.  
Also the Section 501(c) of the United States Internal Revenue Code provides that 29 
types of nonprofit organizations are exempt from some federal income taxes. Sections 
503 through 505 set out the requirements for attaining such exemptions. Many states refer 
to Section 501(c) for definitions of organizations exempt from state taxation as well. 																																																								3	 http://www.archives.gov/exhibits/charters/constitution_transcript.html	
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501(c) organizations can receive unlimited contributions from individuals, corporations, 
and unions.4 
The tax exemption promotes the development of non-profit organizations in the US, 
also federal and local government provides grants to non-profit arts and cultural 
organizations. According to National Assembly of State Arts Agencies, “State Arts 
Appropriations Continue to Improve in fiscal year 2014,” Legislative appropriations to all 
state and jurisdictional arts agencies in fiscal year 2014 totaled $306.6 million, or $0.96 
per capita. This represents only 0.037%—less than one half of one tenth of one 
percent—of state general fund expenditures. Yet the return on this investment is 
tremendous. State arts agencies support about 21,000 projects undertaken by 
communities, organizations, schools, individual artists and others, making the economic, 
educational, civic and cultural benefits of the arts available to 4,400 communities across 
																																																								4	https://www.irs.gov/Charities-&-Non-Profits/Charitable-Organizations/Exemption-Requirements-Section-501(c)(3)-Organizations		
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the United States.5 
Another example of government grants support to non-profit arts organization is The 
National Endowment for the Arts, as known as NEA, it is an agency of the United States 
federal government that offers support and funding for non-profit arts organizations. 
Between 1965 and 2008, the agency has made in excess of 128,000 grants, totaling more 
than $5 billion. From the mid-1980s to the mid-1990s, Congress granted the NEA an 
annual funding of between $160 and $180 million.6 
The federal government adopted the effectively policy to mobilize the state and local 
governments to support the enthusiasm of cultural and arts development. The government 
management of cultural and arts industry is effective, from the federal government's 
foundation to state and local government council, although there is no executive power, 
but the leadership power plays a role as coordination and organization in the field of 
culture and art. 																																																								5	 National	Assembly	of	State	Arts	Agencies,	“State	Arts	Appropriations	Continue	to	Improve	in	Fiscal	Year	2014,”	http://www.nasaa-	arts.org/Research/Funding/NASAAFY2014SAARevenuesPressRelease.pdf	6	 National	Endowment	for	the	Arts	Appropriations	History,	https://www.arts.gov/sites/default/files/nea-history-1965-2008.pdf		
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The Arts and Cultural Production Satellite Account (ACPSA) is the first federal 
effort to provide in-depth analysis of the arts and cultural sector's contributions to the 
economy. “The new data show that the production of performing arts services has grown 
at a faster clip than arts and cultural production in general, contributing $44.5 billion to 
the U.S. economy in 2013,” said NEA Chairman Jane Chu. “Notably, the ACPSA reveals 
that Americans are choosing to spend more on performing arts events such as concerts, 
plays, and dance performances. This tells us that the arts remain a valuable and desirable 
commodity for U.S. consumers, and that the arts are a strong contributor to America’s 
economic vitality.” 7 
The report from NEA, A Decade of Arts Engagement: findings from the survey of 
public participation in the arts, 2002-2012, the arts attendance from the year of 2002 to 
2012, provides detailed data analysis of arts attendance in the US in the ten year period 
from 2002 to 2012. Based on the demographic analysis, the overall rates of attendance 
																																																								7	 Arts	and	Cultural	Production	Contributed	$704.2	Billion	to	the	U.S.	Economy	in	2013	https://www.arts.gov/news/2016/arts-and-cultural-production-contributed-7042-billion-us-economy-2013	
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are lower in 2012 compared with the figures in 2002, but the trend of arts attendance is 
still optimistic. 51% of the adults participated in the arts activities in 2012. Twenty-one 
percent of adults attended at least one performing arts festival in 2012, the same rate of 
attendance as in 2008. Americans are nearly twice as likely to attend a musical play as a 
non-musical play. About 15 percent attended a musical play in 2012; about 12 percent of 
American adults went to a non-musical play. Ten years ago, about 4 percent of 
Americans attended a ballet. The percent of adults going to non-ballet dance 
performances in 2012 (about 6 percent) has not changed over the past decade.8 
According to the report, we can figure out that the cultural marketing in the US 
owns a mature audience group. Local residents are used to coming to the theaters during 
the leisure time, and the pricing strategy is reasonable that it will not make extra budget 
burden to the audience. To a theater that located in the famous district, it owns highly 
reputation even abroad, it is always attractive to the tourists. 
																																																								8	 A	Decade	of	Arts	Engagement,	https://www.arts.gov/sites/default/files/2012-sppa-feb2015.pdf	
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It is also common that private capital flow into non-profit organizations in the US. 
Personal donations also accounts for a large proportion in non-profit organization 
fundraising. Private capital could not only solve the fund problem to theaters, but also 
form a competition situation among the non-profit organizations, and to ensure the 
sufficient supply of the diversity of cultural products to meet audience’s demand. At the 
same time it promote a recirculation of cultural capital and the development of cultural 
industry. 
More than that, to attract more capital into the cultural industry, the cultural market 
in the US opened the door to the international capital, and it is actively encourage the 
multinational capital investment to accelerate the development of cultural development.  
 
ii. Theater industry in China 
In China, almost all of the cultural organizations are state-owned, including museum, 
performing arts center, and theaters. In the past few years, more individual organizations 
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appeared in China, and it made the types of cultural organizations abundant. 
Also, there are different types of theater management models in China, and it 
depends on the intervention of government. Firstly, some theaters are totally established, 
funded, and operated by government, these theaters are always regarded as a landmark of 
a city, and many government activities would be held in these theaters. Another model is 
relies on professional management companies, government will hire specific managers as 
consultants, or entrust the theaters to professional companies. There is a completely 
for-profit model existed in China’s theater industry, government will set up a limited 
liability company with cultural companies. 
Theaters in China, some one ones were built in the early twentieth century old 
theater, such as Capital Theatre; and some modern theaters built in the recent years, such 
as the National Theatre for performing arts. Due to the difference of times and 
development process, the management models of them also have the characteristics of 
each era. And based on the development history of cultural organizations, there are 
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several theater management models: 
1. Government Management Model 
Government management model is a product of historical system and it typically 
existed in the old theaters. This kind of theaters usually established and operated by 
government cultural departments. These theaters are a part of government cultural sectors 
in general, and the staffs are treated as people who served in government. Also 
government provides financial allocations to maintain the operation. 
The advantage of this management model is it could maximize the executive 
government instruction with full autonomy, and provide the space for chasing public 
benefit. It is easy for the operators to be familiar to the theater management structure and 
facilities, and make it easier to carry out business activities. The disadvantage is that 
when it talks about market operation, this model is lack of dynamic and the performances 
are always inadequate both in amounts and types, and the business operation condition is 
always not well. At the same time, the financial affairs rely on government support too 
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much, due to the stable income, the employees are used to enjoying the current situation 
and lost the energy to pursuit creation and diversity. 
With the further development of cultural industry in China, this kind of management 
model is evolving and improving. Some of the theaters retained the nature of institutions, 
but they adopted an enterprise management model for internal operation, which keeps not 
only the public benefit nature of institution, but also the advanced enterprise management 
and improve the efficiency of management. 
Hangzhou Grand Theatre, which is built in 2004, is a theater that adopts this 
management model. Hangzhou Government directly manages the theater, and the 
government delegated people from its cultural department to consist of the center 
management group. Based on the management group, they hired directors and staffs from 
society. The whole operation group is running as an enterprise. 
 
2. Entrust Management Model 
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Under background of market economy, the limitation of Government Management 
Model is becoming more apparent. Thus, government cultural department began to seek a 
new management model actively. In this way, Entrust Management Model was accepted 
by more theaters. Entrust Management Model means that government cultural 
departments entrusted a professional cultural organization management company to 
operate the theater. Based on the mutual agreement, government cultural department does 
not participate in the daily operations, and the management company organizes 
performing shows, rents performing space and other activities like restaurants and shops 
selling. All kinds of income as revenue sources could be use to pay rent to the theater, the 
saving part of the revenue is the earnings of entrust company. 
This management model was firstly adopted by the cultural department of Shanghai. 
In the year of 2003, Shanghai Oriental Art Center was seeking the manager all over the 
country by calling for tenders. Finally Poly Culture Management Company won the 
bidding and established the Poly Shanghai Oriental Arts Center Company that is 
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responsible for the overall management of Shanghai Oriental Art Center and its related 
ancillary facilities. It is the first national theater that its ownership and managerial 
authority are separated. 
The professional management company usually owns a deep understanding of 
cultural market, and the staffs are specialized to deal with relevant affairs, also they have 
a mature management system and long-term operational experience in the market. It is 
the biggest advantage of this management model. 
 
3. Consultant Management Model 
Consultant Management Model and Entrust Management Model were adopted by 
theaters almost simultaneously. Government hire a cultural organization company as a 
consultant for the theater, to provide suggestion and advice to government cultural 
department, or government only ask for executive training from professional company to 
the staffs. According to the agreement, in a certain period of time, professional company 
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need to play the role as a management consultant, and the consultant need to be 
responsible for establishing the theater management system, to be responsible for the 
theater's staff training program, and also to be responsible for the program organization 
and other business work. And government cultural department is in charge of property 
and technology management. 
With the guidance from professional management company, government cultural 
department can set up their own management agency to develop the operation team. 
 
4. Cooperative Management Model 
Cooperative Management Model is the product of the cultural market in recent years, 
it is the further development of Entrusted Management Model. It is a cooperation of 
government with cultural company, media broadcasting company or cultural organization 
management company. The two sides invest fund to establish a limited liability company, 
and this new company will take charge of theater. 
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A theater provides the performing space, and a cultural company or a professional 
theater management company provides operation resources. The two sides can 
complement each other's advantages. 
Beijing Municipal Cultural Bureau and China Poly Group Corporation establish 
Beijing Poly Forbidden City Theatre Management Company, and it is the manager of 
Zhong Shan Tang Concert Hall, which is under the supervision of Beijing Municipal 
Cultural Bureau. 
Based on the above, it is obviously that theaters are affected by government policy 
and regulations; also the performance content is under the control of censorship in China. 
In this way, theater management in China needs to get a closed connection with the status 
of social economics, cultural traditions, demographic, so the management methods 
should based the facts of above, and set up an effective reasonable market-oriented 
operation and management, in order to make the positive development of the theater 
industry in China. While obtaining economic benefits, theaters could also promote the 
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development of local cultural and artistic industry. 
 
iii. Non-Profit Public Orientation 
As it mentioned before, grand theaters in China are mostly funded and built by 
national or local government. Such as the National Centre for the Performing Arts, 
Shanghai Grand Theatre, Hangzhou Grand Theatre, Jiangxi Arts Center and so on. 
National Centre for the Performing Arts, as known as NCPA, is the largest investment in 
the history of China’s cultural construction project, it costs 3.2 billion yuan, almost 0.533 
billion dollars, and all the financial support was allocated by China's finance ministry. 
Shanghai Grand Theatre and Hangzhou Grand Theatre are all invested by local 
government, and they cost 1.2 billion yuan (0.2 billion dollars) totally. 
The mission of these kinds of national funded theaters is focus on promoting the 
development of performing arts in China and directing the social mainstream culture. The 
shows performed on the stages are usually presented by classic performing groups, 
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traditional troupes or famous performing groups from abroad. And these theaters are also 
play roles as “business cards” of the cities and the country, and these theaters usually own 
highly reputation among the society.  
Therefore, while making management strategies for the theaters in China, the 
manager should emphasize the public benefits and social returns. In the meanwhile of 
pursing economic benefits, theater management should introduce more education 
programs and public welfare programs. There are a lot of experiences to learn form 
non-profit organizations in the US. 
First of all, theaters could get corporations with local communities, especially make 
close relationship with schools, and provide arts education tours to students. To those 
students who interested in arts related majors in universities, arts experiences will help 
them to have a basic understanding of arts. 
Secondly, volunteer system could be introduced to China’s theater industry. Due to 
the education system in China is focus on achievement of study, not the process of 
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learning, many students in China don’t care of social activities, so there is very few of 
students are willing to be volunteers. What’s more, only a few of cultural organizations 
provides volunteer positions in China, it makes the volunteers are rarely seen in China. 
To improve this situation, on the one hand, universities should encourage students to 
participate volunteer programs actively. On the other hand, theaters should offer more 
volunteers positions to students and provides guidance to the volunteers. 
For now, a few of grand theaters, such NCPA, have become to pay attention to arts 
education aspect. NCPA began to provide a program named Classic Arts Lectures in 
2014, the program opens to the public, and the lectures are always hosted by renowned 
artistic experts and celebrities from around the globe regularly invited by NCPA, they 
will share their thoughts and experiences with the public. The lectures will discuss a 
range of topics about art and culture in an engaging and colorful style. The mission of 
this program is to help public to explore the thinking behind the artistic genres presented 
on stage at NCPA's venues in a relaxed and informal environment. What’s more, NCPA 
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is also provides another program named Weekend Concert. It is a program aims to 
popularize and further develop music performances in China. NCPA presents a serious 
performance including symphony, Chinese national orchestra, chamber music, opera and 
chorus. Audience could get the tickets in a price that below the market value, and involve 
into performing arts without budget pressure. 
 
iv. Market-oriented Operation 
The financial resource of non-profit theaters in the US depends on fundraising, 
donation, sponsors and tickets selling and other operating revenue, fundraising is one of 
the most important work in theater management. In China, due to the differences of 
political and economy environment, it is not possible to fundraising in China. So the main 
fund support of theaters come from government’s investment. Although government 
donates a large number of subsidies to theaters every year, it is just enough to keep 
regular operation, and it is unable to theaters to do further exploration of arts or 
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marketing activities. 
In this way, if the theaters have the ambitions to attempt new type of performing arts, 
like contemporary arts and independent performers, or to adopt new promotion methods, 
they will not get fund support that. So a productive marketing strategy is necessary to 
theater management. It requests the managers to operate theaters in a reasonable and 
effective way to measure up the market rules and respect the art itself. 
Theaters should develop diversified economies, like to be configured to restaurants, 
bars, exhibition areas, gifts shop and business center. Theaters could get engagement with 
enterprises’ business activities and make cooperation with enterprises, like to authorize 
an enterprise to name after a concert hall. Also theaters need to encourage the social 
communities, including independent performers, private performing groups, to let them 
involved into performing and marketing. And a productive ticket selling system is 
necessary, thanks to the rapidly developing of e-commence in the recent years, 
meanwhile, it is never more convenient for theaters to expand e-ticket business and build 
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a nationwide ticketing network running remote online booking. To expand the brand 
impact of theaters is also essential, theaters should participate into public activities during 
cultural festival and public holiday in various ways. In the US, theaters always hold 
special event in December to celebrate Christmas, like Kimmel Center for Performing 
Arts in Philadelphia, there was a holiday market held in the lobby of Kimmel Center in 
December, performing organizations like Pennsylvania Ballet and a variety of private 
business participated to the event and set up booths, sold festival souvenirs. It is a 
quotable activity that could be adopt in many theater in China. Events like that could 
encourage people who never entered into a theater to begin to explore the theater and to 
make them to be potential audience. 
On the other side, because of the differences of society, cultural, policy and 
education, the future development of theater industry in China is still full of unknown 
factors. But to make strategic planning based on a community friendly mission, to 
enhance the engagement of audience, and to promote the education industry are practical 
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proposals to the present. 
In terms of capital aspect, multiple investments should be encouraged to flow into 
China’s cultural industry. Foreign foundation should be encouraged to participate into 
construction of new theater buildings and get involved into strategic management, like 
forum, performing festival and other related activities.  
Although the investment environment and the government censorship system are 
much more relaxed than before, we are still looking forward to a more open and free 
cultural environment and a more positive exchange channel of communication. 
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CONCLUSION 
It is obviously that non-profit organizations in the US have made effective and 
educational aspects to the society, which is very revelatory to China’s theaters. As a part 
of cultural industry, theaters should pay attention to audience’s experience and define a 
community friendly mission, also, the strategic planning need to coincide to the mission. 
Theaters in the same city should form the alliance and collaborate with each other. 
At the same time, China’s theater industry needs to make use of its advantage, 
including government support and the rapidly growing economy, and the increasing 
number of audience. The management of theaters shall use non-profit model as reference, 
modify their missions to focus more on social impact and education. Also a relaxed 
environment of culture and arts is required. The managers need to enhance the 
communication with audience and established a market-oriented operation model.  
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